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Product Information

Pedal out with high-performance, ease and the Perception® Pescador Pilot Pedal Drive Kayak. This
lightweight angler ‘yak allows hands-free travels thanks to the padded pedals, and an out-of-the-water
rudder helps keep your lines from tangling. You’ll love how easily this boat maneuvers through tight turns
and small areas. The Pescador Pilot’s gear-ratio allows all-day cruising with minimal effort.

FEATURES:

1-person, sit-on-top, fishing boat
For fishing and recreational use
Innovative design powered by pedals for hands-free riding
Padded pedals help make maneuvering, reversing and steering comfortable
Engineered for simplicity and ingenuity
Delivers high-performance and ease of use
Lightweight for easy transport
Pilot Drive launches and docks boat
Drive is removable
Gear ratio for all-day cruising with minimal effort
Quick Key technology engages Pilot Drive performance with a zero draft option
Quick Key technology helps transition from deep waters to shallow waters
Turbo Flaps help reduce turbulence for a smoother ride
Turbo Flaps allow a smooth stream and promote speed
Flaps constructed with rubber to help reduce noise while you ride
14” prop makes acceleration and cruising easier
Multi-chine hull
EasyGrip, low-profile steering with directional handling
Low-pro steering allows very tight turn radius to maneuver through tight areas
Out-of-the-way rudder eliminates any line tangling
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UV abrasion protection
Impact resistant
Pre-installed inserts, plus inlet/outlets, for wire transducer scupper and the display
Four molded-in rod holders accommodate a variety of rod/lure combos
Captain’s chair boasts stadium style seating and adjusts to accommodate most heights
Captain’s chair is constructed with breathable mesh and ripstop fabrics
Drive stores in hull when not in use
Two Yak Attack Gear Tracks provide easy mounting points
Bow tankwell with mesh net covering
Storage pods for storing electronics and gear
Stern tankwell with bungee pluse scupper lid provides plenty of storage for gear and accessories
Strong, durable construction with varied thickness throughout
Easy to repair
Manufactured with less waste
Five-year limited manufacturer’s warranty

SPECIFICATIONS:

Length: 12’5”
Width: 33.75”
Deck height: 16”
Boat weight: 85 lbs.
Maximum weight capacity: 525 lbs.
Brand : Perception
Country of Origin : United States of America
Style : PESCADORPILOT
Color : Grasshopper, Moss Camo, Red Tiger Camo, Sonic Camo, Sunset
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